RUSSIA.
TO SURVIVE AND THRIVE
IN A NEW DIGITAL REALITY:
THREATS AND ANSWERS,
DECISION AND PRACTICES

Three points are obvious: budget policy, wages and social protection, which are expressed in the availability of means of communication and all kinds of digital services

Labor collectives as a new reality: motivated and creative teams in the service of business customers and the protection of traditional human values with participation in the prosperity of the community of the small homeland

Digital solutions are already here for everyone: financial systems and transaction services, smart items and entire territories. How to live, use and be safe with it

How to preserve and enhance culture and traditions in the global digital world of media and social networks

Special Speakers

Welcome speech
Jagdish Sewhani, President, American India Public Affairs Committee, USA, New York

Development of cross-border payments in the digital age
H.E. Juris Gulbis, Member of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, London; Deputy Chairman of the World Congress of Mountain Jews, Latvia, Riga

Human capital: fiscal policy to support the development of labor artels as a way to create a prosperity society with the formation of a national financial and exchange asset
Yury Alekseev, Corresponding Member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences, Master Degree of Finance and Investment, Member of the British Academy of Business, Russia, Moscow

Digital Tools of Development of Municipal Economy
Konstantin Kharchenko, Phd of sociological sciences, a member of Expert Council with the State Duma of the Russian Federation, Russia, Belgorod

Etiquette as a secret weapon against cyber aggression in the Internet
Mariia Bastrykina (Boucher), Vienna School of Etiquette, Representative in the ECOSOC UN, Vienna-Moscow

Wealth of nations: How to establish the local national wealth funds and local emission to invest in infrastructural projects, increase GDP, transparency and remove financial inequality
George Goognin, Mile Unity Foundation Board Member, Russia, Moscow

Creating an International Global Network of Volunteering and Charity VITA
Konstantin Vylegzhanin, Chief of the Digital Charity Department, BRICS Alliance, Kazan, Tatarstan region, Russia

Moderator:
Larisa Zelentsova, President, Interregional Public Charitable Organization Of Assistance To Persons With Disabilities “Sail Of Hope”, Russia, Moscow